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INTRODUCTION

The contents of this toolkit are drawn from
our more in-depth book Play: The psychology
of optimal music performance.1 This work
leads on from our very successful publication
from February 2017, Performance anxiety:
A practical guide for music teachers2, which
can be downloaded free of charge from
the ISM Trust website at ismtrust.org.

Music performance anxiety has the potential
to permeate all genres of music, all
contexts in which music is performed
and to impact musicians of all ages and
skill levels. The term itself is very broad,
encompassing a wide range of symptoms,
triggers and manifestations. Likewise, the
solutions we find in order to minimise,
control and hopefully, over time, alleviate
music performance anxiety are also
wide ranging.
To be clear, there is absolutely no magic
wand for alleviating music performance
anxiety or optimising our musical
performance. It is personal to each and
every one of us, and the selection and
suitability of strategies and their effectiveness
will vary between individuals.
Dianna Kenny describes music performance
anxiety as ‘the experience of intense and
persistent anxious apprehension related
to musical performance.’3
3

While many musicians experience music
performance anxiety over a long period
of time, others experience far more acute
and short-lived instances of anxiety.
However it is experienced, the symptoms
exemplifying this psychological
phenomenon can be very debilitating in
nature and interfere with obtaining an
optimal performance.

There is also a very fine line between
the animated and ‘excited state’ many
musicians feel they need to achieve to
perform optimally and the ‘stress states’
characterising music performance anxiety.
Many musicians are familiar with walking
this tightrope and your skills in doing so
can be strengthened by embracing the
practical strategies contained in
this toolkit.
Many musicians have a ‘portfolio career’:
making a living through working in
a variety of regular and more ad hoc
contexts. As musicians, this means there is
frequently a need for flexibility; musically,
psychologically and otherwise.
The strategies in this toolkit are designed
for those working across all contexts
and skill levels. Where the examples
say ‘play’, they could equally say ‘sing’.
The examples should not be taken as
being relevant within only one genre or
tradition. Many of these strategies are
also relevant to those making music in a
wide range of musical contexts. Again,
the language around these needs liberal
interpretation. A hip-hop artist would
not use the term ‘recital’ but often what
they do is akin to this, and the strategies
are similar even though the context is
different. In terms of aspects such as the
‘performance venue’ this could just as
easily be a street carnival or a church
hall as it could be the outdoor stage at an
international world music festival or a
London West End theatre.
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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Play: A psychological toolkit
for optimal music performance. There
could be many reasons why you are
here. Maybe you are seeking help or
guidance for yourself or others. It may be
a fascination with the subject matter that
has piqued your interest. Whatever your
genre or your reason for picking up this
toolkit, we believe it will be an invaluable
aid in helping you reach your musical
potential. The aim of the toolkit is to arm
you with practical and well-grounded
psychological strategies so that you can
recognise and effectively handle music
performance anxiety, and maximise all
your musical performances.

One of the principal psychological aims
of this toolkit is to help you establish an
approach orientation towards performing.
This orientation can be thought of as
thinking and behaving in ways that are
in line with your values about music
irrespective of any emotional discomfort
you may feel.

INTRODUCTION

Everybody in life constantly fluctuates
between things they want to do and things
they want to avoid doing. Sometimes,
these occur at the same time relating
to the same event – for example, it is
not unusual for a musician to want to
perform to others (approach orientation)
while at the same time, wanting to avoid
performing in case something goes wrong
(avoid orientation). This constant change
can create psychological difficulties but
adopting an approach orientation to your
music performances is a psychologically
healthier mindset, which will help you
perform optimally more often.
If you can identify times when you
may have experienced psychological
difficulties in handling the demands of
performance then you are not alone.
There is now a lot of research supporting
the notion that music performance anxiety
– sometimes called stage fright – is a very
common phenomenon across the music
world. Many musicians acknowledge
being too scared to speak up and admit
to having any kind of music performance
anxiety. This is no surprise – unfortunately
we live in a society where we can feel
judged and threatened if we show any
signs of ‘weakness’.

Performing is very evaluative, from the
perspective of self and others. If we do
not get a handle on music performance
anxiety in a timely fashion there is potential
for it to pervade other areas of our lives.

4

Many musicians seek to hide their
experience of music performance anxiety
and find alternative ways to help them
cope with its often debilitating symptoms.
Some alternative ways of coping can be
healthy. Examples you may consider
include:

•
•
•
•
•

	
Alexander Technique
	
yoga

	
hypnosis
	
massage

	
using musical skills with others in
different contexts, e.g. hospitals or care
homes

• 	
other pastimes such as gardening,
sport or pet ownership

• 	
herbal remedies

However, more and more research
highlights the (not insignificant) secret
usage of prescription-only medication,
such as beta-blockers, or alcohol and
other mind-altering drugs, in an attempt
to control the physical symptoms of
anxiety or alleviate the stress of music
performance. John Beder’s documentary
Composed explores professional musicians’
experiences of music performance anxiety
and candidly raises awareness of the
extent of the issue. In our experience,
even many teenagers have considered
taking beta-blockers and alcohol prior
to performing, to control the physical
symptoms of music performance anxiety.

We therefore wanted to write this toolkit
to make all musicians aware of numerous
psychological skills they can develop,
with focussed practice, to help them avoid
the pitfalls commonly associated with
more unhealthy coping mechanisms,
whilst recognising that these exist across
the music world.
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As with any area of life, focussed practice
is a key element of the effectiveness of
any strategy designed to improve your
psychological functioning. In order for the
strategies in this toolkit to be effective, you
need to have dedication and commitment
to change and be open-minded to trying
things out that might feel a little out of
your comfort zone.

Don’t let fear stand in the way of you
practising your strategies or being totally
honest with yourself in those areas of the
toolkit that seek to raise your awareness
levels. When trying out any of the ideas in
this toolkit, give yourself enough time to
explore the strategy thoroughly. Be playful
and modify a strategy so that it fits in
with your own view of the world and be
creative with your experimentation.
There are no right or wrong ways to treat
music performance anxiety or reach your
optimal performance. Some methods may
be more or less effective for you than they
will be for other musicians but that is why
we have included a range of different
strategies here for you to explore.

This toolkit is divided into three sections.
The section entitled ‘You as performer’
provides strategies that can be used
to handle the immediately presenting
symptoms, and underlying causes, of
music performance anxiety. Following
these strategies will enhance your chances
of reaching your optimal performance
state more regularly.

‘Your musical self’ explores your own
prior development, current stresses and
goals for the future to help you take a
wider perspective on your performances –
past, present and future.

The third section of the toolkit considers the
pivotal role of ‘Your musical environment’
and how changes to your thoughts,
feelings and behaviours concerning
the musical world around you can lead
to significant enhancements in your
future performances.
Each section contains practical and
reflective strategies based on up-to-date
research evidence from the world of
sport psychology, where the desire to
reach optimal performance levels has
led the way in modern thinking of
performance psychology for the past
30 years. These strategies have been
adapted for the music performance
domain and combined with contemporary
thinking in music and general psychology
premised around the heavily-researched
areas of optimal performance and music
performance anxiety.

‘Don’t let fear stand in the way of
you practising your strategies or
being totally honest with yourself in
those areas of the toolkit that seek
to raise your awareness levels.’

5
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INTRODUCTION

Just like with diets and exercise regimes,
we set out with good intentions but might
lack the commitment and effort to really
work at the changes over a sustained
period of time. Nobody can give you
that effort. That is an ingredient only
you can apply, but with that effort will
come an increased understanding of the
psychological flexibility needed to be an
effective music performer and the skills you
can draw from our toolkit when required.

The psychological context of this toolkit

A brief overview of the toolkit and
how it works
The strategies contained in this toolkit
are designed to help you think about and
handle potential stressors in your musical

and wider life, in order to optimise
your performance time after time. All
strategies in the toolkit are designed to be
extensively practised and are categorised
as follows:

Type of strategy

When to use the strategy

Practice

Strategies to be used predominantly in practice

Pre-performance

Strategies to be used predominantly prior to a performance

During performance

Strategies to be used whilst performing

Post-performance

Strategies to be used after a performance

Reflection

Strategies that focus predominantly on your reflections and to be used
away from practice and performance

Lifestyle

Strategies to consider using as part of your overall lifestyle

The toolkit takes a holistic view of you,
the musician, embedded within your
social and cultural world.

‘We urge you to treat the advice
in this toolkit with a sense of
creativity, exploration, flexibility,
inquisitiveness and honesty.’

INTRODUCTION

And finally…
This toolkit is not a substitute for
professional help if your experience of
music performance anxiety goes beyond
the toolkit’s reach. The final section
signposts you to resources in the wider
world from where you can get further
help and support as required.
We urge you to treat the advice in this
toolkit with a sense of creativity, exploration,
flexibility, inquisitiveness and honesty.
If you can do that, you will find great
benefits can be achieved, not only for
optimising your musical performance, but
for positively impacting other areas
of your life too.

Go and play!
6
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SECTION 1 YOU AS PERFORMER
The strategies contained in this part of the
toolkit are designed to help you think about
and handle the immediately presenting
symptoms of music performance anxiety
and reflect deeper within yourself as a
musician, to help you perform optimally.

1 YOU AS PERFORMER STRATEGY 1

Our thoughts, emotions and feelings as
we approach performance time can have
a big impact on our ability to perform at
our best. If you doubt your abilities, feel
like you don’t belong here, feel physically
unprepared and tense or act in ways that
distract you from your job of performing,
you are unlikely to perform at your best.
These strategies therefore aim to help
you reach your optimal performance
state in the run up to, during and after
a performance whilst, at the same time,
putting in place strategies that help you
become aware of the existence of your
deeply held beliefs and the impact they
can have on you as a performer.

You are also encouraged to become more
in tune with your emotional response
to your music so that you become more
immersed in the performance.

When considering the impact of music
performance anxiety, the first thing that
usually springs to mind is performances
going wrong on the day. This can occur
whether the performance is an audition,
a recording, a recital, a gig, busking at a
railway station, or any other context in
which you perform. The table below details
the most common short-term symptoms
of music performance anxiety, separated
into the most recognisable physiological,
cognitive and behavioural responses.
Many of those common symptoms
can interfere with preparation and
performance but they no longer need
to, so long as you embed the strategies
provided in this toolkit, along with others
you find useful.

Physiological

Cognitive

Behavioural

Sweating hands

Negative thoughts

Not playing (avoiding)

Shallow breath

Doubting your ability

Make mistakes

Nausea

Memory loss/blank

Poor performance

Dry mouth

Worry about poor
performance

Getting short-tempered
with others

Tense muscles

Not paying attention

Wittering/gibbering

Racing heart

Questioning yourself

Unable to recover

Shaking

Fear of failure

Poor tone

Needing the toilet

Lose flow

Paralysis

Fidgeting

Dislike of pressure

Less emotional performance

Tears/crying

Feel incompetent

Delaying tactics

Some common short-term symptoms of music performance anxiety
8
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Strategy 1 Breathing to calm yourself down
Introduction and strategy purpose

The purpose of this exercise is to enable
you to practise slowing your heart rate
so that you feel calmer and less agitated
when you are about to perform or during
your performance. Research4 suggests that
a completely calm performance state is not
always ideal; however you will learn over
time what your ideal level of activation is
for the music you are about to perform.
The strategy
When practising each piece of music, be
mindful to practise playing the piece from
a different starting heart rate each time.
This will allow you to experience what
level of activation works best for you for
each piece of music and, crucially, know
how to achieve this activation state at the
performance time.
Before you start to practise, find a way to
increase the level of your heart rate – this
could be by running up and down some
stairs a few times, or by thinking about
something that you are afraid of (such as
falling or spiders). When your heart
rate has increased, read the following
breathing script.
Breathing script
When your activation state has increased, and you
can tell this by paying attention to your body, focus
your attention on your breath. Notice how your
9

Once you are familiar with this, breathe in for the
count of two and breathe out for the count of four.
Do this five times before pausing and allowing
your breathing to return to normal. What you will
probably notice is that your heart rate has slowed
down considerably and your muscles have relaxed.
If you continued to do this beyond five times,
you could lower your heart rate below your usual
resting heart rate.

Strategy example
Vicky was auditioning to join two orchestras.
In her first audition, her heart rate became
so high that she thought she might be
having a panic attack. She managed to
complete the audition but her attention
was focussed on how fast her heart was
racing and she performed poorly.
After that audition, she decided to take
action to help calm her racing heart,
in case this happened again. She spent
five minutes before every practice
session increasing her heart rate before
performing the breathing exercise
mentioned above.

Vicky then attended another audition.
As before, Vicky’s heart started to race ten
minutes before she was due to audition.
She again followed her breathing exercises
to calm her racing heart. Vicky noticed
that this had the additional benefit of
calming her mind too. When the time
came to audition, she was fully prepared
and confident to perform, and her breath
was under control. She enjoyed the
audition and passed.

strategy practice
When:

Every practice session
until no longer needed

Type of strategy:

Practice

How long:

5-10 minutes at the start
of each practice session
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1 YOU AS PERFORMER STRATEGY 1

The great thing about our breath is that,
while we are living, it is always with
us. Most of the time our breath operates
unconsciously. The world would be a
difficult place to navigate if we were
constantly paying attention to our breath!
Utilising our breath is essential for
performing musicians. It helps us regulate
the musical sounds we make and also
sustains us throughout our performance.
However, it can also be a great way to calm
ourselves down if we perceive we are too
activated or emotional to perform well.

breath comes in through your nose and out through
your mouth. Just notice this for a few breaths.

Strategy 2 Mindfulness X-ray of your body
Introduction and strategy purpose –
adapted from Mindfulness: Finding peace
in a frantic world 5
This strategy is designed to bring your
attention and mind to the present
moment. You can use this in the
immediate build up to a performance,
during a pause between musical pieces
and after a performance to calm the mind.

1 YOU AS PERFORMER STRATEGY 2

‘X-raying’ your body is a strategy that has
multiple aims; it helps you to scan your
body for tension; it helps you to focus
on being in the present moment; it stops
your mind wandering off into the future
and it can help calm your mind if it starts
racing ahead.

Throughout this exercise you will be
asked to guide your attention to mentally
scan your whole body. This is in much the
same way as an ‘X-ray’ machine would
scan your body, only here your scanner
is your attention. You will be keeping
your focus on your body and searching
for any tension you may feel. Throughout
this exercise your attention will wander
away from the scanning process. That is
fine. Even the best meditators can rarely
complete a full body scan without their
attention wandering. The important point
is that if your attention wanders, you have
the ability to bring it back to the scanning
process – a bit like guiding the ‘X-ray’
beam back on to your body.

One of the most common symptoms
of music performance anxiety is that a
musician’s thoughts will fly into the future
and imagine what might happen if things
don’t go well. This inability to remain in
the present moment takes the musician’s
attention away from their upcoming
performance and can cause procrastination.
These thoughts are also likely to cause
worry and physical upset which can lead
to a series of self-perpetuating negative/
unhelpful thoughts.

10

For example, a musician may think:

‘Well, I know the music really well, but
what if that passage from bar 33 goes
wrong? I mean, that is tricky so it could
easily go wrong. If it goes wrong, people
will know and I will be embarrassed. I
don’t want to be embarrassed. Also, people
will think I’m not a good performer and
won’t come and listen to me again. They
will lose interest quickly and I don’t want
that. Oh no, now I’m feeling nervous and
I’m feeling sweaty, that won’t help me
on stage. Oh, this is a nightmare. I don’t
want to do this. What if it goes wrong?’

As seen in this example, this musician
has spent a lot of time worrying about
something that might happen but not
what has happened. The musician has
also not considered the potential benefits
of performing and all the good things
that could happen. In addition to this, the
musician has spent a long time away from
the present moment when they could have
been doing something to help themselves
prepare for their performance.
The strategy
Before you begin to practise, allow
yourself a few minutes to bring your
attention to the place where you are
located. If you are seated or standing, just
notice where you are in the room. Now,
imagine there is a scanning beam located
just above your head. This beam is not
going to harm you. It is wide enough to
scan your body and will start at the top
of your head and pass down through
your body to your toes. The purpose of
the scanning beam is to notice tension in
your body wherever it may be. It is not to
fix that tension, but rather to just become
aware that it is there.
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Strategy example
Hanic enjoyed performing but had great
difficulty controlling his thoughts as the
performance time drew closer. He felt fine
up to 30 minutes before a performance
but then he would get numerous thoughts
suggesting all the things that could go
wrong during his performance. These
thoughts made him nervous to the point
where he would physically shake before
performing and he didn’t know how to
stop these thoughts.

Hanic’s friend suggested that he should
practise developing an ‘X-ray’ scan that
he could perform in the 30 minutes prior
to performance. Hanic practised this a lot
at home and, while his mind wandered
terribly when he started his practice, after
a couple of weeks practising every day, he
developed the ability to refocus his mind
back on his body whenever it wandered to
the future.
Hanic now uses this ‘X-ray’ scan prior to
performing and nobody knows he is using
it. He has started to remain in the present
moment a lot more and his worry levels
have decreased significantly.

strategy practice

11

When:

During practice sessions

Type of strategy:

Practice/Reflection

How long:

Min: 2 hours deep
reflection
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1 YOU AS PERFORMER STRATEGY 2

Allow the beam to start at the top of your
head and pass down through your body.
Mentally notice all your major muscle
groups, for example, how do the muscles
in your forehead, face, cheeks then mouth
feel? Then, how do the muscles in your
neck, shoulders, arms and chest feel? How
do the muscles in your hands, stomach,
back and backside feel? Now, how about
your muscles in the top of your legs,
your calves and ankles? Finally, notice
any tension you may feel in your feet and
toes. Whenever your attention drifts away
from your body and on to other things,
just gently guide your mind back to the
scanning process starting at the place
your scanner stopped – as if you had hit a
pause button. Then restart your scan from
this position.

SECTION 4 SIGNPOSTING

1. The Incorporated Society of Musicians
Established in 1882, the Incorporated
Society of Musicians (ISM) is the UK’s
professional body for musicians. It
supports its members with comprehensive
advice and a distinctive range of vital
services relating to many areas, including
diverse aspects of health and wellbeing.
Its members are also protected with an
unparalleled legal service and many other
supporting professional benefits including
a 24-hour counselling helpline.
ism.org
2. The ISM Trust
Established in 2014, the ISM Trust is the
ISM’s sister charity. The ISM Trust aims
to advance education, the arts and to
promote health by delivering high quality
seminars, webinars, events and pioneering
resources to support all musicians.
ismtrust.org

3. British Association for Performing Arts
Medicine (BAPAM)
The British Association for Performing
Arts Medicine (BAPAM) is a non-profit
organisation whose primary provision is
specific health care to professional and
student performing artists in the UK.
bapam.org.uk
4. Your local General Practitioner (GP)
With all medical issues, whether
psychological, emotional or physical
in nature, your first contact point should
be your own GP.
5. Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Alcoholics Anonymous is a sharing
organisation for people to meet others
with the same determination to stop
drinking and/or recover from alcoholism.
No fees are charged.
alcoholics-anonymous.org.uk
6. Addaction
Addaction provides support for people of
all ages seeking to overcome the impact
of addiction by strengthening positive
behaviours, promoting mental health
and wellbeing.
addaction.org.uk
7. Samaritans
Samaritans offer a talking service to
enable people to air and share their
concerns in their own way. Their support
is much wider than purely suicidal
thoughts and ideas.
samaritans.org
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4 SIGNPOSTING

Below is a list of professional organisations
that may be able to help with any
additional assistance you may require.
We do not seek to comment on each
organisation. Instead, you should choose
the most appropriate organisation
depending on the type of additional help
or assistance required. For more in-depth
information, and for further organisations
that can assist you in a wide range of
areas, visit the health and wellbeing
section of the ISM website at ism.org/
advice-centre/health-wellbeing.

8. Mind
Mind is a mental health charity.
They are specialists at providing help
and support to people experiencing
mental health problems.
mind.org.uk
9. British Psychological Society (BPS)
The British Psychological Society
provides a database of chartered
psychologists across numerous domains,
including sport and exercise, clinical
and counselling psychology.
bps.org.uk
10. Help Musicians UK
Help Musicians UK is a charity offering
support to professional musicians across
all musical genres. They offer support to
musicians at all stages of their careers.

4 SIGNPOSTING

helpmusicians.org.uk
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PLAY: A psychological toolkit for optimal music performance
This ground-breaking toolkit is an essential for any musician. Packed full of approachable
practical strategies for musicians of all ages, standards and genres, it will help you to manage
performance anxiety and propel your performances to new heights.
The toolkit draws on significant psychological and philosophical research across music
and sport. It has been written by two experts in the field of performance psychology
– Gregory Daubney (CPsychol, MSc), a Chartered Sport and Exercise Psychologist who has
worked extensively across performance domains, and Dr Alison Daubney (PhD), a music
teacher trainer, researcher and Senior Teaching Fellow at the University of Sussex.
Ally and Greg’s strategies create a winning formula to help you overcome common
psychological obstacles and optimise your musical performances. Don’t wait any longer,
pick up PLAY and discover your inner musician.
Adam Barker – Violinist and Assistant
Head of West Sussex Music

Lucy Perry – Head of Education,
Glyndebourne

‘…a brilliant new publication which will be
invaluable to all performing musicians,
students and educators. I found it to be
extremely thought provoking and I am
confident it will help a great many people
who struggle with performance anxiety.’

‘A terrific read and much needed exploration
of all the issues.’
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